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About This Game

ONE OF THE MOST MYSTERIOUS GAMES

In this horror game, the stringer searches for information on the case of the mysterious disappearance of five children in 1997.
An investigation leads him to an abandoned primary school, from which all five disappeared. He finds data about a certain

cellar, which some children called "the cellar of Mr Bear". Who is this Mr. Bear and what happened to the missing children?
This is what you have to find out ...

  Game Features:
Environmental storytelling

The environment of an abandoned primary school hides many secrets

Realistic graphics
Modern graphics technology

VHS style
The exact tv style of the late 90s

Each walkthrough is unique
Random generation of the location of objects and some events in the game
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Title: The Cellar
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Psycho Boy Jack
Publisher:
Psycho Boy Jack
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GEFORCE GTX 960

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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The lack of brightness settings make this game hard to find anything whether its doors, keys, pictures or whatever. The sound is
so low the only time you hear anything is when you get jump scared by Mr. Bear or when you walk by a TV. Achievements DO
NOT work so there is that. Spent 20 minutes searching for a door that was right in front of me cause I couldn't see anything at
all. Story hardly makes any sense so good luck piecing it together. The only reviews you see are from people who got the game
for free which is what the game SHOULD COST. The game should be free, 100% without a doubt. Did not enjoy this game at
all.
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